Functional magnetic resonance imaging identifies abnormal visual cortical function in patients with occipital lobe epilepsy.
To determine whether functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) can reliably identify lateralized cortical dysfunction in patients with suspected occipital lobe epilepsy. We compared visual cortical function of 10 patients with intractable occipital lobe epilepsy with nine control subjects' fMRI. Visual stimulation by using an alternating checkerboard pattern results in transient increases in the intensity of the proton magnetic resonance signal of water in the occipital lobes during echo-planar imaging. We used these stimulus-dependent changes in signal intensity to construct functional activation maps, which we registered onto anatomic images. After full-field stimulation, none of the patients with occipital lobe epilepsy had normal activation patterns, whereas eight of the nine control subjects had normal patterns (p = 0.001). Abnormalities consisted of either a markedly asymmetric activation pattern in six of 10 patients (p = 0.04), or a complete absence of activation in four of 10 patients (p = 0.05). The abnormal side of activation was concordant with the side of seizure onset in all six patients with asymmetric activation maps. Half-field stimulation produced less reliable results. Although more patients had abnormal activation maps than did controls with half-field stimulation (p = 0.04), the abnormal side was discordant with the side of seizure onset in three of the five patients who had markedly asymmetric activation patterns. These results suggest that fMRI with full-field stimulation is a reliable, noninvasive method for identifying areas of abnormal visual cortical function ipsilateral to the epileptogenic region in patients with occipital lobe epilepsy.